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(Abstract) 

In this thesis, an analysis of the scattering of a rough perfect electric 

conductor (PEC) surface under illumination by a Gaussian beam using the 

Kirchhoff approximation is presented. The analysis assumes a source 

distribution which yields a Gaussian beam solution as a radiated field. This field 

is used to excite a current density on the surface using the Kirchhoff 

approximation. A vector potential approach utilizes this current to calculate the 

fields scattered by the surface. The analysis is carried out for the backscatter 

case and near normal incidence in order to reduce the final numerical evaluation 

to a two dimensional integration. The normalized radar cross section (NRCS) is 

calculated and compared with the result for plane wave illumination. 

The analysis explores the effects of varying the source aperture size, rough 

surface correlation length and rms height on the NRCS. An asymptotic 

evaluation of the mean squared field is presented, as well as the mathematical 

form of the fourth moment of the scattered field. As a further study, the NRCS 

of a rough surface under a Gaussian tapered plane wave illumination is 

presented. The interplay of the beam spot and correlation length for such 

illuminated surfaces is discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The calculation of the field scattered by surfaces is a practical and highly 

investigated field of interest. Its applications range from detecting flaws in 

materials to the filtering of non-cooperative targets from surface clutter. There 

has been much work done in the calculation of radar cross sections of finite 

targets, i.e. planes, tanks, ships, and other scattering objects. Extended targets 

have also been investigated for the purpose of clutter estimation, for resolving 

targets from background terrain, as well as for the estimation of surface 

characteristics. This thesis explores finding the normalized radar cross section 

(NRCS) of a random surface using beam illumination. To find the NRCS, we 

will need to find the mean value of the scattered field, (E,), and the mean- 

squared scattered field, (E,-E%), also known as the scattered intensity. Many 

authors in the past have derived expressions for the radar cross section of a 

surface assuming a plane wave illumination. Here we take the problem from an 

assumed source field all the way through to the calculation of the backscattered 

radar cross section. The source field we will use is an infinite tapered electric 

field. The radiation by this source field is calculated in Appendix B, using the 

plane wave spectrum approach. 

The derivation of the fields scattered by random surfaces can take two main 

courses: the first is a Monte Carlo simulation where many realizations of a 

surface are generated and surface currents on each realization are determined. 

This approach, though computationally intense, will give exact results. The 

scattered fields resulting from the various surfaces are averaged to find the 

expected value of the scattered field. The second approach requires analytical 

averaging and simplifying assumptions in order to derive a result which is 
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numerically integrable or can be found in an asymptotic limit. The second 

approach is the one taken in this thesis. The motivation is to gain insight into 

the physical aspects of the beam illumination. 

Our analysis assumes a source field which when radiated, via the plane wave 

spectrum approach, yields a Gaussian beam solution as the radiated field. This 

source distribution has been used in optics to approximate the field in the 

aperture of a laser {1] and work has been done using multimode Gaussian beam 

solutions to find the fields radiated by a corrugated horn, where it is shown that 

the fundamental Gaussian beam solution contains the majority of the radiated 

power(2}]. We will investigate the scattered fields produced when a random 

perfect electric conductor (PEC) is illuminated by the Gaussian beam. We will 

check the results to show that they are consistent with the case of a plane wave 

illuminated random PEC in the proper regimes. 

The surface of the random PEC is assumed to comprise Gaussian distributed 

heights and slopes, both with zero mean. The correlation function is assumed to 

be Gaussian also. Appendix D gives the functional form of these quantities. By 

invoking the central limit theorem, which states that if a process is determined 

by a sum of a large number of independent random variables it yields an overall 

process which will tend to be Gaussian, we justify that Gaussian surface statistics 

may be a good approximation to many surfaces generated by the random forces 

of nature. A discussion of assuming Gaussian statistics and several studies of the 

statistics of surfaces is given in [3]. 

Owing to the similarities between Gaussian beam illumination and a 

Gaussian tapered plane wave illumination, we will present results showing how 

an "under illuminated” surface reacts with respect to correlation length. The 

source required to produce a Gaussian tapered plane wave is not presented. 

However, if an inverse phase is present in the source plane, such as a lensing 
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operation, one may generate such an incident field. 

The following chapters give a new and novel approach in which Kirchhoff 

theory can be used to understand the physical nature of random surface 

scattering. Classically, only cutoff plane waves or tapered waves of many 

correlation lengths in extent have been used to study random surface returns. 

The beam cases we explore show interesting results for small spot sizes of 

illumination. The use of the Stochastic Fourier Transform in finding the 

averaging provides a straightforward way to deal with the expected values and 

yields expressions with easily distinguishable quantities. Past techniques using 

integration by parts to perform the expected values, required assuming many 

correlation lengths of illumination. The Stochastic Fourier Transform method 

allows us to probe into this region of illumination on the same order as the 

correlation length of the surface. 

Rough Surface Scattering Under Gaussian Beam Illumination and the Kirchhoff Approximation 3



Chapter 2 

INCIDENT AND SCATTERED FIELD 

2.1 Introduction 

In much of the literature on random surface scattering, the incident field is 

assumed to be a plane wave [4,5,6]. However, a more realistic approach would 

be to consider surface illuminated with a beam wave such as a Gaussian beam. 
_ (2? | 

Tv? *(| >? Assuming a source field in the z=0 plane such as, FE, ={AZ+Bf}ex Ww? 

~! radius in amplitude) a Gaussian where W defines the source field radius, (e 

beam can be generated. Although infinite in extent, this source distribution does 

have finite energy and may be an acceptable approximation to some physical 

apertures such as a laser [1] or a corrugated horn[2]. The field radiated by this 

source can be determined by the plane wave spectrum approach. A description 

of the plane wave spectrum approach is given in Appendix A and the specific 

radiated field for the Gaussian source is derived in Appendix B; its specific form 

iS, 

H,=H, ezpl - jkz] exp -D (22+y2){-Ba+Ag}, 2z>0 (2.1) 

where k= 22 (A electromagnetic wavelength of incident field), W is the source 

-1 beam radius ( e~~ amplitude radius in E,); A and B are arbitrary polarization 

constants and, 

__ kAW? 4 jak3z 
(k2W?)? 4 4k22”” 

_k2w2 

ol n(k2w? 7 j2k,z) 

where 7 is the intrinsic impedance of free space. This field does not satisfy zero 
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divergence except close to the z-axis and this restriction must be followed. 

This field is due to the source a distance z, above a random surface, with the 

geometry as shown in Fig. 2.0. This field is taken to be the incident field upon 

the rough surface. The following relationships provide the transformation from 

the source coordinates (x,y,z) to rough surface coordinates (2,, y,, Z,), 

t= —-Zo, 

¥ = YoCet Code, 

and Z = Yod9- CoCo + 2g (2.2a) 

where Cy= cos6;, Sp= sind; and ¢,(z,,y,) is the random surface height at the 

point (x,,y,). The corresponding unit vectors in the surface coordinates are, 

and z= Seo- Co6Z,- (2.2b) 

The incident field evaluated on the surface is thus: 

= 

Hi=H, exp] - jho(yoSo- CoCo +24) - De(22 + (yoCo+CoSe)?) || BB+ A( Coin + S020) f 

kaw? + j2k3(y,S9-C,Co+2q) 
(k2W?)? 4. 4k2(yS9-C,Co+ 24)" 
  where D,= 

and 

~ k2w? 

to n(k2w? ~ j2k (Yodo _ (Aer + 24) 

  

o 

This field will be used to find the current density on the PEC in the 

following sections. It should be observed that lim D,=0, and lim H, =$. 
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Substituting these limiting cases into the incident field, we note that equation 

(2.1) becomes a plane wave. This is how we will check our results later, i.e. by 

letting the source distribution become larger and larger to confirm that we can 

obtain the plane wave NRCS in this limit. 
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Figure 2.0 Source and Random Surface Geometry. 
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2.2 Kirchhoff Approximation for Induced Surface Current 

If we replace the PEC surface by an equivalent electric surface current, J 3(T), 

we can calculate the scattered fields[7]. From the boundary conditions on the 

tangential magnetic field, an integral equation for J, can be formed, e.g. 

j,= 2a x fi, x V,GdS, +28 xH,. 
So 

The above equation is known as the Magnetic Field Integral Equation 

(MFIE). Here, @ is a unit vector normal to the surface as shown in Fig. 2.1, and 

is defined as 

  

~ 0 0 

The Kirchhoff or Tangent Plane approximation neglects the integral term in 

the MFIE and simply approximates the current on the surface by 2 fi x H,. 

Since this current is exact only when the surface is an infinite flat PEC, we 

expect that the solution will be valid for surfaces with large radii of curvature 

and small slopes [3,9,10]. Since the Tangent Plane approximation is a single 

scatter approximation we expect this result will not hold in near grazing 

situations. In our work we shall restrict ourselves to 0-10 degrees off normal for 

both the incident and scattered angles. 
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Figure 2.1 Normal to Random Surface. 
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Using the Tangent Plane approximation the current on the surface is, 

  j,-2K-| 2,{ -cy,ASe-ACo} dof -CeoASo-B }+2,{ -CooACo+ CyB} | 
| a | 

where K=H, exp - jko(yS9-CoCo+ 2g) -Di(a2+(yoCo+¢oSe)")| With this 

current density, the fields scattered by the random surface can be found. As 

stated previously, the Kirchhoff current should be used with caution. It neglects 

multiple scattering and therefore assumes no coupling between currents on the 

surface. Also, no shadowing by the surface is accounted for. The near normal 

incidence constraint will greatly reduce shadowing effects. 

2.3 Scattered Field via Vector Potential Approach 

To find the scattered field we will use the magnetic vector potential 

approach{8]. To calculate the magnetic vector potential, A, we only require 

knowledge of the electric current density on the surface; the electric vector 

potential, F, and magnetic current density are zero due to the fact that we are 

dealing with a PEC surface. By calculating the magnetic vector potential for an 

impulse current density, we can use superposition to find the magnetic vector 

potential of an extended current density. The spatial impulse response for free 

space is the well known Green’s Function for free space, 

  

where 7 is the vector to the observation point, and 7, is the vector to each point 

of current density (source point), see Fig. 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Vector Potential Geometry for Integration of the Current Density. 
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Interpreting the current density as a weighted distribution of point currents, it 

follows by superposition that, 

  

E,= —j 2 V.xVoxA, (2.3) 

where k,= ar, and n, = 4/ = (intrinsic impedance of free space). This expression 

can be simplified by assuming that the ratio of the observation point distance to 

overall extent of the current density is large. We will consider the scattered field 

in this limit in the next section. 

2.3.1 Fresnel Approximation to Green’s Function 

By taking our point of observation to be far from the surface, we can simplify 

equation (2.3) [7]. Taking E, to the ”Fresnel zone,” we have[7] 

~ , s ie 7 r ) 
B= fe! exp| - jk rr] ks x ( ks x / Js con sak ° ro Hae) ds,), (2.4) 

So 

2 
Oo 

where r, is the distance to receiver, r = rryy2+C2 and ke is the scattered 

direction, see Fig. 2.3. The distinction between equation (2.4), or the ”Fresnel 

zone” form, and the well known far field form for the scattered field is that we 

have retained the quadratic phase term in the expansion of the Green’s Function 

exponential. By keeping the quadratic phase term we should be able to obtain 

solutions with a reduced constraint on the distance r,, or bring solutions into the 

Fresnel zone. In Appendix B, we perform a derivation of flat PEC reflection of 
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PEC Surface f =7?,+5z   

Figure 2.3 Random Surface Integration Geometry. 
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the incident field where the observation point is co-located with source. It is 

shown that to find the image theory result, the quadratic phase term must be 

kept. However, our analysis will be done in the backscattered direction as r, is 

large and we therefore neglect it. 

As was stated in the introduction, (E,) and (E,- Ex) are the field moments we 

are interested in since they are required to calculate the NRCS. Integration is 

performed in the z,=0 plane by projecting each elemental area ds, to the plane 

below; this projection results in ds, = ,/1+¢ 2, +Sy.. dzx,dy, and thus, 

BF exp) — jhore] By x ( Bex f [ | -2.{¢y,ASo+ACo} +Go{ CeoASo+B } 

+24 -CeoACo+CyoB}] K cay jkoke thea ltagdy 

with k,-7#,= z,sin@cosd+y, sindsind+¢, cosé. The angles 9 and @ are shown in 

Fig. 2.4. The above expression contains the following random variables; random 

height ¢,, and random slopes in the zx and y directions, ¢,, and Cy, respectively. 

The quadratic phase term is still present in the above equation, and we will keep 

it throughout the derivation. It will be entered as a very large number during 

numerical calculation and the quadratic phase term divided by r, is negligible. 

In the next section we will simplify this expression to the backscatter direction. 

2.3.2 Backscattered Field 

In order to reduce the complexity of the averaging, we will consider only the 

case of backscatter in this thesis. This is done because for the underlying 

motivation of this thesis, namely surface characteristic determination, the 

backscatter case is of the most practical interest. First we will recall the incident 

Rough Surface Scattering Under Gaussian Beam Illumination and the Kirchhoff Approximation 14
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Figure 2.4 General Scattering Surface Geometry. 
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wave vector, k, (referring back to the coordinate transformations eqs. (2.2a-b) ) 

can be seen to be equal to the transformed source vector Z. Therefore, 

k; =So- C2. in PEC surface coordinates. For backscatter, the scattering 

direction, k,, will equal -k. Therefore, k,=SoH.-Co2. and the resulting 

equation for E, becomes 

  
~ jk * 
Bega share] [| f {-Bely,ASo+ ACs) +84(CoSoCyoB + BCs?) e

s
 

+ 2,(BS6"Cyo + BS gC) }H, exp] _ IK (Yodo ~ CoCo + z4)| 

car| -D (22 + (v4Co+6.80)?) 2 jhake-F, ie ft ody. (2.5) 

The choice of incident direction and backscatter has reduced the number of 

random variables we must average over to the random height ¢, and the random 

slope in the y direction ¢,,. The loss of the slope in the z direction is a result of 

our incident geometry and the fact that the Kirchhoff approximation does not 

preserve cross polarization affects due to multiple bounces. 
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Chapter 3 

MEAN SCATTERED FIELD 

3.1 Motivation 

In order to find the NRCS, which is defined as; 

(3.1)   

we will need to take the expected value of E, and also its intensity. Appendix F 

contains a brief discussion of the considerations for the NRCS. The NRCS, 

which is utilized in the radar equation, is a measure of the surface scattering 

cross section (in a certain direction) per unit scattering area of surface. The 
Co 0 

total power incident upon the surface is given by / / | B; | 2ds,, where ds, is 

taken over the mean surface. This is often shown as A ,/E2 when a finite surface 

is illuminated by a plane wave. Since we are using an infinite surface and a 

more complicated form for the incident field, we need a more general 

normalization. 

The quantities in the numerator 4ar,2, (E,-E*,), and (E,)-(E*,) represent 

the spherical propagation spreading, total power scattered and coherent power 

scattered, respectively. The spherical propagation spreading is already contained 

in the radar equation and must therefore be removed from (E,-E*,) and 

(E,)-(E*,) by multiplication of the 4r,” factor. Calculation of the total and 

coherent scattered power are the objectives of the remainder of this thesis. We 

will begin with the easier of the two quantities, the coherent scattered power. 
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The expected value of the scattered field, (E,), can be shown explicitly by 

introducing the probability density function for the random variables as, 

(E, = ae slr yf - jk, rp if { ~ Eo(Cy ASg + ACg) + Go(CSoly.B + BC,”) 

3
8
 

g
o
 

8 

+ 2(Se*CyoA + BS,Co) }H, exo] 7 Tk(yoSe 7 CoCo + z4)| 

‘ a? k 
. exp| - D2? + (y.Cog + £50)" ) ken shake F ‘. -J iter) 

° pdf(¢., Cy )42olYos 

where pdf(¢,, Cy) is the probability density function for a single point height and 

slope. A description of the surface statistics to be used are given in Appendix D. 

Since the height and slope at a single point are independent, we can write 

pdf(¢,,¢yo) = pdf(¢,)Pdf(¢,,). Performing the integration over the slope yields 

=, - jk,nH , . . . 
(E,)=—9 2 ep] - jk (rp t+ at -~£,ACg+ §,BC,¢" + 2,BS,Cy} (3.2) 

~ J ext- jko(ySe- (Ce) exp] - D(22+(y.Co+¢o5g)* xn) jko( - Soo + CoCo) 
— oO 

_
 

2 a2 2 
coy - jr atte Sparc, dzr,dy,, 

where zero mean slopes have been assumed. Given that the observation point r, 

is tending to infinity we will neglect the quadratic dependence on the random 

height since this term tends to zero. An attempt to keep this quadratic 

dependence on the random height can be completed by expanding out the 

probability density functions for the heights and lumping the quadratic terms 
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from the pdf together with other quadratic height terms in the integrand. 

However, the completion of the averaging for (| E, |?) becomes too intractable to 

complete when we keep the quadratic height. Several attempts at expanding the 

two point pdf’s used in the calculation of (\E, | a) and lumping the quadratic 

heights in the expression were tried, but failed to lead to anything tractable. 

3.2 Near Normal Incidence Approximation to Taper 

Looking at equation (3.2) we note that the surface transformations have also 

introduced quadratic random height terms in the exponentials. Since we are 

concerned with near normal incidence in the backscatter direction and far from 

the surface Sg%0 and z,>>¢,. Therefore, we can make the following 

approximations: 

kaw? 4 j2k3z, 2 2 W?2 
(EW)? ake? (x*,+yoCp)} (3-3) exp| — D,{ x? + (yoCg + C459)" )] ~ cn —~ 

and 

_k*w?2 
H, ¥ ——2_-_—_. 

t  n(k2W? ~ j2k,z4) 
(3.4) 

Assuming a Gaussian pdf for the heights and grouping the terms with random 

heights together yields 

~ ~ jkonh, 

(E,)= 5 2mT >, 

I | Is cr ~ hs Fak il 2) a, 

exp| -(Dz22 + yy?) expl - jk,2SoyoMdzodyo, 

exp| - jk (rp +Zq) Ki -2,ACy+9,BC,7 + 2,BS,Co} 
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where 
. . Axx72 3 

_ ROW? + i2k5zq | ike and D _ 03 He + 1? hora jk, 
7 (REW2)2 4 kez Pr yO WP? 4 aeRO” 

The integration in parenthesis is simply the Fourier transform of the Gaussian 

pdf, also known as the characteristic function &(k,2Cy) = exp, - 2k2C,7(C2)|. 

Performing the integration yields 

= ~ jk nH, 
(E,)=—aa ea - jko(rp +2 a -2,AC9+9.BCy? + 2,BSyCy} 

/ ®(k,2Cg)exp| - (Dat? + Dyy?) exp - jk2Soyodedy. (3.5) 

Before going forward with the remaining surface integrations, dx,dyo, we should 

note some of the characteristics of equation (3.5). First, it has no dependence on 

the random surface’s correlation length. For the surface statistics we assumed, 

the variance of the heights (C2) and the correlation length I? are the only 

parameters needed to describe the surface. One would expect the average 

scattered field to be a function of both of these parameters. The dependence 

only on the variance of the heights is sometimes called the ”elevated plane” 

result, due to the fact that the solution looks as if it resulted from reflection by a 

randomly undulating plane[11]. This is a result of the Kirchhoff or tangent plane 

approximation to the equivalent currents set up by the incident field. 

3.3 Average Coherent Power 

Next, we will complete the surface integrations of equation (3.5) and form 

the coherent power. Using the useful integral form, / exp| - at? + bt |dt = JE 

exp | Re(a>0), [12] we can evaluate the two integrals, resulting i in (Re[D,] and 
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Re[D,]>0) 

.. —Jk.nH, 
(E,)= — sar, et - jk (Tp + 24) ) xp} - 2k2C47(C2) exe Fe 4 

  

{ - #,ACy+ §oBCo” + 2,BSpCy}. (3.6) 
T 

/DyDz 

The coherent power is thus given by 

  

2 
2 8 kon |H, 2Re[D 

(Es) - eye) Ce” erp| -4h2C,7(C2)] cf - ks Sj | a : 
r 

y 

  

  

x2 2 

allyl (A?4B?), 
(3.7) 

4yx72 | coud . 

where H, -——heW" p,-foW + J2hoza | ike 

n(kgW*- j2kqzq) (kW?) + 4kgzq Pr 
A 3 

and Dy=C} kW? + j2ks *d Jo 

9 (KeW2)2 4 4ke28 | Ory | 

Several authors,{3],[6],[13], have shown that in the Kirchhoff approximation 

the coherent field is simply the flat plane reflected field attenuated due to the 

roughness. If we expand out equation (3.7), we would see that as W-+0o the 

expression becomes proportional to W'erp( — k2S2W?). The exponential will 

dominate the coherent power and produce zero except when S? =0. This is 

quite correct; a plane wave incident (W-00) will reflect only in the specular 

direction. When the backscatter and specular directions are the same (normal 

incidence), the Ss? term will be zero giving a coherent field. Since in this thesis 

W will not be evaluated for W = 00, we see that we will get coherent power in the 

backscatter direction for angles other than normal incidence. This is due to the 
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spreading of the incident Gaussian beam. The coherent power will be small, 

however, due to the rms surface heights we will use, and that we are in 

backscatter. 
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Chapter 4 

MEAN SQUARED BACKSCATTERED FIELD 

4.1 Introduction 

Equation (2.5) for the scattered electric field, shown below, will be used to 

find the mean squared backscattered field, or total power: 

. _ ik oo rove) . . 

B= Gp tea pl - shor / fi ~24(6y ASg+ACy) +9o(CoSoCyoB + BCy?) 

+ 2o(So*Cyo+ BSpCo) } Herp] - iko(YoSe— CoCo + 24)| 

cas Di 2b +(yCp+ 659!) Shoko - Lote ihe ody, (4.2) 

As was done in the calculation of the average field, Sp, +0, and, therefore, the 

CoS term will be dropped in the exponential. The quadratic taper and phase 

factor will also be approximated as in equations (3.3) and (3.4). The mean 

squared backscattered field will be calculated by forming (E, E,*), or 

(é,- psr=((S a!) J | {(Cy,AS0+ACo)(6y,ASe+ ACe) 

+ (CpSo6y.B + BCg”)(CoSg6y1B + BC,”) 

+ (SeCyo + BSgCo)(So*Cy1 + BSgCo) } 

exp| ~ jke(2S9(¥o~ 9) - 2Cg(Co- 61) 

exp|-(Dzr? + Dyy?) - (Dz*2? + Dy*y?) Jéeadyade,du,) 
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Simplifying this expression yields the form 

(E,-E,*)= Q | ff {84 Cyolyr + CoSg(Cyo+ Sy) +Co?} 

exp jk.2C4(Co -¢1)- Jk2So( Yo - v1)| 

exp-(Dz22 + Dyy?) -(D,*x? + Dy-v?) lasdydeydy,), (4.2) 

2 
kon |H.| 

where Q (e) (A?+B?). 

Inspecting equation (4.2), it is noted that for the specific case of backscatter, 

the required pdf is pdf(¢yo,y1,0.61). Performing this averaging has been done 

by several authors [3,6,13] when the taper function is real valued. Generally they 

use integration by parts which gives rise to “edge effects” for finitely illuminated 

surfaces. These “edge effects” can lead to difficulties if not dealt with properly. 

However, there is another method which can be used owing to the fact that we 

have assumed Gaussian _ statistics. It utilizes the Stochastic Fourier 

Transform[14]. For the case of plane wave illumination and using both 

numerical and asymptotic evaluations, we have numerically compared these two 

methods and they do agree. 
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In this section we will discuss how the averaging required for equation (4.2) 

can be found using the Stochastic Fourier Transform method [14]. We introduce 

dummy Fourier transform variables ky and kg corresponding to the ¢,, and ¢,, 

slope variables, respectively. We also define another variable kz=k,2C g, and 

then consider the following expected value of the slope product term, i.e. 

(Cntyoettlilbates ( -))) = / ..f Cyr SyoP dE Co,6 1S yor yr) 

exp i(ka6yr + hylyot RCo + (—ke)Ci) Code rdCyodbn |p, = by = 0. 

The above integrals simplify to 

(Cnlaneankithstos ( ~ ke) = 9 aK, FEPAE Cora Coes) Ne = ko = 0, 

where {¥{} is the Fourier transform of the pdf over all the random variables. 

The characteristic function for a multivariate Gaussian pdf with all random 

variables zero mean is [15], 

Wo (Wy Wo, Wn) = exp| -5 wD}, 

W1,W9,5Wn), Dog is the covariance matrix, and w is a column where w! = ( 

matrix of w; After some algebra and differentiation, the result for the expected 

values is given as, 

(ConCyoeetl altace (- kG) = -{Ryy+k24Cy?Ry?} exp] — 24C4?((¢2)-R)} 
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where the autocorrelation function R and its derivatives are given by 

R=(¢ ex oe sav) 

R, - OR. 26) Ay oo oe sar) 

  

Y"OAy xB [? 

and R oR, _2(@) 1, 2Ay* cay O22 v")} 
ww OAy 2 P 

Using the same method as above, the single slope and two heights expected 

values are obtained; specifically, 

(cyoetehalbste +(- te) = - jk2CgRyexp — k24C4?((¢2) -R)] 

(creerhalbece +(- kel) = - jk,2CgRyexp| — k24C,°((C2)-R)} 

and (cerfalbato+(-bs)6)]) cerf — AC, 2(C2)-B)] 

The final result for the average backscattered power then becomes 

5 Bt)= Q J {a {-(R yy + Ry?k24Cg”)Sq? - j4Ryk,Cy*Sp + C,?} 

exp| — k24C,?((C3) -R) exp - 3h,25q(y.- 9)] 

exp|-(Dz2? +Dyy?) -(Dz*2? + Dy’y?) da,dy.dz,dy,. 
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Converting this into Ar =2z,-z2,, Ay=y,-Y1, Yo, and y, coordinates yields, 

co 

-Q J» It ~ (Ryy + Ry7k24C4?)S,? - j4Ryk,Cg’Sp + Cy”} 

exp|-2Re[D,] a2 +D,*2Ax 2, -2Re[Dy] y2 +Dy*2Ay y,| 

exp -(D,"Aa?+D,"Ay”)| exp| - jk2S,Ay| 

exp| — k24C,5?((C2) -R) ldx,dy,dAcdAy. 

Integrating the x, and y, variables, results in the expression 

j= Q f- J { - (Ryy + Ry?k24C,?)S,? - j4RykCg’Sp + Cy? 

  

1 (Dz") 9, (Dy? , 9 
2,/Re[D,|Re[Dy] cy (Pet ast. * DReDyl ) 

exp| -(Dz"Ax® +Dy*Ay”)| exp| - jk2SgAy] 

exp — k24C 4? ((¢2) R) dAzddAy. 

Although (E, -E,*) must be real, it may not be obvious by a simple inspection of 

equation (4.3). However, since Ry, and R, are even and odd functions 

respectively, the above expression simplifies to, 
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a KY et TT 2 2 E,-E."= Q abyo, / Ju { [= (Ryy + Ry2k24C,?)S62 + Co? |cos(k,2SpAy) 

AR ykeCy?Sgsin(k,28,Ay) } 

cay (12eF) a2*| cx {iP Ay? 

exp| — k24C,?((C2)-R) dAadAy, (4.4) 

  

which is non-negative real. 

It should be stated that one can obtain equation (4.3) using Bayes theorem. 

However, the method is quite cumbersome algebraically. It does indeed give the 

same result, however. 

In the next section we will examine (4.3) under approximations to the Ar 

and the Ay integrals. Equation (4.3) shows the explicit dependence on the 

autocorrelation function in the multiplier term as well as in the exponential. 

Seeing these terms and having an intuitive feel for their functional dependence 

can help one gain physical insight into the process of random surface scattering. 

For example, it should be noted that as we make the correlation length tend to 

infinity, meaning that the surface is actually an undulating plane, both R,, and 

R, are zero, resulting in a solution which is the same as that in equation (3.7) for 

the average coherent power. 

4.3 Asymptotic Solution 

Examining equation (4.3), we note that the exponential term containing R is 

the impediment to further analytic integration. This term may be approximated 

for certain conditions (namely k24C (C2) large) to yield an approximate 

integration [3,6,13]. The approximate result is 
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expl ~k24C,2((C2)-R)] = exp -k24C,2(¢2 2+ Av” (4.5) 9 6 l 

where R ~ (¢2)- — 

Using this approximation, (4.3) can be integrated. The details of the 

integrations are quite cumbersome and only the result will be shown. The 

details of this expression need not be looked at too closely, we will only state a 

few observations for this result. It was used primarily to verify the integration 

results in the proper regime. 

We will define the following in order to simplify the presentation of the 

  

result: 

|De1? _ In2_2 2 a, = DRelD,] ao = / On + 2k2Cfa5 +2/l 

Dy? b 2k2C2o2 + 2/1? “y= Re[D,] 2= ay + RoC gay + 2/ 

ay = agt 2k2C202 + 1/1? ag = Az + 2k2C3a02 

by = dy + 2k2C302 4 1/0? bg = dy + 2k2C302. (4.6) 

Here, ot is the variance of slopes and / is the correlation length. 

After performing the integration in (4.3), we obtain 

RF) ——_t 
(Es Es )= Q 2Re[D,] Cg 

a ~ k2S3 | | 8k2Sio% [ (S Sal!) | 62) (SIP) | 902 
jab, by 2b) by Cs by ay 

~ k2S3 | | 4k2C2S2o% ( 4k2S2 2 =FeSp 
+4 erp — 29 ay |b, 7o_ . (4.7) 
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Some observations about this result will be mentioned. We note that for a 

Gaussian correlation function, the variance of the slopes of equals to 2) when 

the expected value of the slopes is zero. All the terms of the asymptotic solution 

of (4.3) are multiplied by the variance of the heights (through o%) except one. 

In fact looking at (4.4) we note that R,, and R, both are multiplied by the 

variances of the height. The one term not multiplied by the height variance is 

the Cy” term, which is the coherent component of the mean squared field. 

Seeing this term is a good check, for when 12400, the undulating plane result is 

what 1s left. 

In the calculation of the NRCS, many authors subtract the mean field 

squared from the mean squared field before integrating the Az and Ay 

coordinates’ infinite plane. For plane waves, this is essential in order for the 

integration to yield a meaningful result. The beam solutions have the advantage 

of having finite energy and (E,-E,*) can be integrated independently. 

4.4 Fourth Moment of Scattered Field 

The next quantity which is of interest is the fourth moment of the scattered 

field. The fourth moment is defined as 

M, = (Es . E;*)(Es ° E,*)). 

This expression can be generated by using equation (4.2) for each of the dot 

products with the result that 
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M, = { a / {S,? CyoS yt + CoS6(Cyo + Cy) + Cy? HS," Cy2Sys + CoSo(Cyo + Cys) + C,”} 

exp jk,2Cq(6. - ¢1) - Tke2S ol Yo - v1) key jko2C6( C2 - ¢3) ~ TRe25 ol Yo - vs) 

exp|-(Dz22 + Dyy2) -(Dz"2} + Dy*y?) exp|-(Dz23 + Dyy}) -(Dz*23 + Dy’y3) 

ts dysteydyteydysteady,), 

2 
ko H, 

where | (Aa) (A24 v4) 
TT. 

The averaging required for the expected values of the equation above are 

quite extensive and beyond the scope of this thesis. However, this equation can 

form the starting point for further studies of the effects of beam illumination on 

the fourth moment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EVALUATION OF THE GAUSSIAN BEAM NRCS 

As shown in section (3.1), the NRCS is formed by using both (E,) and 

(Es , E3) in 

  

The coherent part of the NRCS, namely (E,)-(E*), was derived in equation (3.7) 

and requires no further integration, only evaluation for different surface 

statistics, incident angles and source sizes. The equation for the total 

backscattered power under a Gaussian beam illumination has been derived in 

equation (4.4); it requires the numerical evaluation of a two dimensional integral. 
co c& 

We must also find the normalization factor / / |E, |2ds,. This normalization 

factor is found by integrating the incident power over the mean surface. This 

nW?(A? +B?) 
20, value for our Gaussian beam illumination is found to be 

Normalizing equation (4.4) with, 

W =n 2-57)? peur 

Arv=pr (C2)=t?)? zg=vd 

Ay=q 
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and simplifying we obtain 

co 

ten Tl (--SI 
(seen), {20-0} Spt chon 

(922g 
exp] —Deen(p? +@?)| exp] — Deyn(P? +9°)| 

2, 2 

ex ~ 160°C — cx] 39) dpdq 
S 

- 8n°Cgnexp] - 161°Cot? exp) - n*S2C3n?] \ (5.1) 

  

where 

(2mn)? 4nv T 2 
5 ( |D, |? (or | ° (cornea) 

con \ 2Re[Dz] ] 2(2nn)* 
(2m)?n4 + 4? 

and 

  

2 
C3 (2nn)? . C3 4rv wn 

D | D, | 2 (21)?n4 4.40? (27)?nt44v? ¥ 

cur \ 2Re[Dy] ] 203 (2mn)? 

(2)?n4 440? 

Numerical evaluation of the above integrals can be performed using two 

single integration routines in tandem. One routine is especially suited to highly 
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oscillatory integrals (which are present due to the cos(47Spq) and the sin(47Soq) 

terms), while the other integration routine is simply a Gauss-Kronrod quadrature 

routine for adaptive integration. Adaptive integration routines will successively 

break down an integration into smaller and smaller steps until given tolerances of 

accuracy are reached. The computer code used was a modification of the 

Quadpack integration routines. The source code was changed in order to allow 

for the integration routines to call functions which contained another integration 

call. The code was tested and verified for several analytically solvable two- 

dimensional integrals. 

The validity of the answers that we obtain are governed by how well we 

keep within the approximations made to derive the o° expression. The accuracy 

of the approximations to the plane wave spectrum approach that gave the field 

radiated by the illuminating source have been explored by many authors 

(2,16,17,18]. Using criteria given by Agrawal and Pattanayak[17], a minimum 

waist size for which the Gaussian beam will be a valid radiation solution is 

conservatively W ~10A. This will be a constraint on how small the source can 

be. 

The Kirchhoff approximation, used for the determination of the surface 

current density, has its own inherent limitations. From Ogilvy(3], the following 

ratios must be large for the approximation to be valid; I/A and 1/(¢2). Also, the 

angle of the incident field must be within 10° off normal; this further 

strengthens the accuracy of Kirchhoff approximation. Additional simplifications 

are introduced due to the approximation of the Green’s Function. Since the 

observation point is tending to infinity, the Green’s Function approximation will 

be valid. There is, however, a limitation on the maximum dimension of the 

source size. It is known that the source field will diffract on its propagation 
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down to the rough surface. The field, or current induced on the surface, can be 

considered as another source. Therefore, we must realize that the source waist 

size cannot become infinite for this would even violate the regime in which the 

Fresnel approximation to the Green’s Function 1s valid. In summary, the 

constraints on the parameters in our solution are 

Constraint Reason 

W> 10A -validity of radiation form source. 

I/A>1, 1/J/c2)>1,0° <8;<10° —-validity of Kirchhoff approximation. 

korp > 1 and W <co - validity of the Green’s function approximation. 

Using these guidelines, we ran several cases computing the NRCS versus varying 

beam size and surface statistics. The results of this study will be shown and 

discussed in the Results and Conclusions section of this thesis. 
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Chapter 6 

EVALUATION OF GAUSSIAN TAPERED WAVE NRCS 

As stated in the abstract, we note that the derivation for the Gaussian beam 

can be used for an assumed incident field on the surface comprising a plane wave 

with a Gaussian amplitude taper. The form of this field will not be derived from 

a source as was the Gaussian beam solution; however, this field could possibly be 

formed by using a lens or inverse phasing. The field incident on the random 

PEC, with the coordinate transformations already taken into account, is given as 

i {B2, + MC oe +520) Jey ~ je ye8p-CoCp) - D(22 + (YoCp+ ,89))} 
  

Again, as in the case of the Gaussian beam solution, we neglect the quadratic 

random height dependence. This expression used in the Kirchhoff approximation 

and for backscatter reduces to the following expression for the (E,) 

  

- _ ak }2 
(E,) = = “ exp| — jkr, exp| ~ 2K2CH(C2) fey] -7 3 

ni { -#,ACg+9.BC} +2,BSgCo}. DG, 7 ofthat Yor g + Zo 9X9 

The averaging was performed in the same manner as in the Gaussian beam case. 

This expression is very similar to equation (3.6), except that the amplitude 

multiplier has no source distance information and D is a real quantity. The 

_ 

formation of (E,)- (E*) is needed for the NRCS and is found to be 

(B,)- (63) - Pe A+B) col — 4123 (2)feo| 28 2k sil (6.1) 
4r2D 
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Next we consider the total power calculation, (E,- E*). Once again, the 

similarities are straightforward and the final result can simply be found by 

inspection of the Gaussian beam result equation in (4.4), noting the 

modifications in the constant multiplier, and that D is real, i.e. 

= ay, k* (A?4B?) [ff 21240 2\0 2,02 E,: Ez) = 4 + = (Ray + Ryk54C9")S 9% + Co” Icos(k 25 ,Ay (Be Bn) = ee LL UL -Can + Ry?84CGISy? + Cy? oak. 28940) 

AR ykCy?Sysin(k,2SpAy) p 

exp -2 Basher - DC) any | 

exp| — k24Cy?((¢2) -R) dAcdAy. (6.2) 

Next we must find the normalization factor for the RCS, namely 

/ pie | E; .|2ds,. The expression for the | E; |? can be found to be 
— cC- & 

|E, |? = (A?+B?)exp| - 2D{ 2? +y2C3)} 

Therefore, by some simple integration the normalization factor is (A? +B*)ane. 
6 

We now have all the components to form the NRCS expression. The integral 

of equation (6.2) can be normalized, as was done for the Gaussian beam, by the 

wavelength. The following substitutions will be recalled, where we now have D 

as our attenuation factor: 

Dem\? [esth® r,p=ur 

Ar=pr\ Ay=qr\ (C2) 2272? 
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Using these and the other expressions derived above yields 

ofan J JA] -{ 98 (1-28) eof 9) 
— OO 0 

64n2C2 #4e2\ [9 (m2ae? (see?) J 2-8} $24.02 kos(4n5ya) 
s Ss 

162,542 _(n2tsa2 (=P) ofits) 
s S 

exp| —m(p?+42)| exp — mC}(p? +¢°)| (6.3) 

2 2 

a - 165°C 1 _ ca 30) dpdq 
S 

$f 68h 2] } 
Evaluation of this expression, once again, requires the use of a two-dimensional 

integration routine. The program for calculating the above NRCS was generated 

by changing the appropriate equations for the Gaussian beam result. The only 

constraints on the analysis now arise from our use of the Kirchhoff 

approximation for the surface current and the approximation in the calculation 

of the field radiated by these currents. The bounds are given at the end of 

Chapter 5. In the results and conclusions section we shall discuss the NRCS as 

we vary the correlation length and spot size of the illuminated area on the 

surface. 
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Chapter 7 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Gaussian Beam [lumination 
  

The derivation of the NRCS with a Gaussian beam illumination using the 

Kirchhoff approximation was given in Chapters 2-5. In this section we will 

present the results of the numerical evaluation of the NRCS and show how it 

compares to plane wave illumination [3] whose derivation is presented in 

Appendix E. The plane wave result derived in Appendix E circumvents the 

averaging of the slope terms we performed using the Stochastic Fourier 

Transform by resorting to an integration by parts to eliminate the slopes [3,13]. 

The limitation in performing integration by parts is that in order to complete the 

derivation we must assume the surface has an illumination that is many 

correlation lengths in extent. The averages we perform in this thesis have no 

such restriction. 

The motivation behind using the beam solution as an incident field is to try 

to understand the effect of spot size in rough surface scattering. As stated 

previously, equation (4.4) allows us to see the dependence on the surface height 

autocorrelation function not only in the exponential, but also in the other 

amplitude terms. Integration by parts under the many correlation lengths 

illumination assumption only contains the autocorrelation function in the 

exponential term. It was found that each of the terms in equation (4.4) is 

significant, and in order for the plane wave NRCS to match the Gaussian beam 

solution, they must all be included. 

To present the NRCS calculations, we plot this quantity versus beam radius 

at the surface normalized to a correlation length. The beam radius is defined as 

the radius at which the incident field amplitude has fallen to the e~! point. 

This will show how the NRCS is affected by changing the illumination spot size. 
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A plot of the backscattered NRCS versus incident beam radius is shown in 

figure 7.1a. We see a sharp rise in the NRCS as the beam radius increases. This 

is attributed to the phase of the Gaussian beam on the surface. The beam radius 

1 

Re[D 
where D is the beam radius at the surface see figure 7.0 (D is defined in the 

, and is normalized by the correlation length,   on the surface is defined as 

statement of our incident field). Careful inspection of the functional dependence 

of D on the source beam radius, W, shows that D can have the same value for 

two different values of W. Thus, the multivaluedness of D, upon varying our 

source size, causes the NRCS to become multivalued as well. We note that while 

two different values of W will give the same amplitude taper on the surface, the 

phase fronts will be different (see figure 7.0). We note that the quadratic phase 

on the surface for large W is more planar than for a smaller W (a more indepth 

discussion of this is contained in Appendix G). A graph of the NRCS where we 

have neglected the quadratic phase of the Gaussian beam is also shown in figure 

7.la along with the plane wave NRCS. As the beam waist on the surface 

becomes large compared to a correlation length the surface is being “fully 

illuminated,” that is, it is being illuminated sufficiently such that the statistics of 

the illuminated surface adequately represent the entire surface realization. This 

is the regime where the plane wave and Gaussian beam illumination match. 

Plots of the NRCS are presented in figures 7.la-d, for various incident angles, 

surface heights, and correlation lengths. All the plots show the initial phase 

effect and all approach the plane wave result as the beam radius becomes large. 

Note in the first two figures, 7.la-b, that in varying the incident angle, keeping 

the surface statistics fixed, the backscattered field falls dramatically as we move 

from normal. This is expected given the small variance of the slopes. A 

surprising result is shown in figures 7.1c and 7.1d. As the correlation length 

increases from 7.1c to 7.1d, where we have fixed the surface height variance and 
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incident angle, we see that the NRCS actually increases. One might expect that 

the longer correlation length would yield a smaller NRCS because the surface is 

becoming smoother. The affect of the longer correlation length is that incoherent 

power diminishes at angles further off the normal and is redistributed into a 

more normal direction. The well known fact that the NRCS is highly slope 

dependent is further corroborated by this effect. 

In conclusion, a model for Gaussian beam random rough surface scattering 

under the Kirchhoff approximation for a Gaussian height and slopes distributed 

surface has been presented. A significant transition region for the NRCS when 

the surface is illuminated by a Gaussian beam, due to phase and taper affects of 

the beam, have been found. The model may be used in the future as a check of 

Monte Carlo 3-D simulations when they become available. However current 

computer requirements for the 3-D problem are too intensive. The solution may 

also be used in the optics regime, since the aperture distribution assumed has 

been used as a crude approximation to the aperture distribution of a laser. 
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Gaussian Beam vs Surface Radius 
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Figure 7.0 Gaussian Beam Spot Size and Phase- The following parameters were 

used: 6, =0 deg, z7= 1000, W =10.00A and W = 31.85). 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.1a Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 0, =0 deg, zy = 800 A, rp =2x 1015 A, (¢?) =.2 A? and J? = 500 2. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.1b Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

al 
  

used: 6, =2.0 deg, zy = 800 A, rp =2x 1019 Ad, (¢?) =.2 A* and I? = 500 2. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.1¢c Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 6; = 1.15 deg, zy = 1000 A, rp =2% 108 A, (¢?)=.1 \” and [7 = 40 d”. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.1d Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 6, = 1.15 deg, zy = 1000 A, rp =2x 10° A, (C2) =.1 A? and 7? = 260 27. 
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7.2 Gaussian Tapered Plane Wave Hlumination 

The results for a Gaussian tapered plane wave can provide additional insight 

into the effect of under illumination of the surface by the incident field. By 

eliminating the phase effect which is inherent in the Gaussian beam solution, we 

can isolate how a simple amplitude taper affects the NRCS. The parameter D in 

our assumed surface amplitude taper, exp| - D(x? +y*)|, will be varied to show 

how the NRCS reacts when only the amplitude of the field illumination is 

considered. The complex integral expression shown in equation (6.3) will be used 

to indicate how much of the surface must be illuminated in order to obtain an 

accurate representation of the surface statistics. 

Since our incident field has a taper of the form exp| D(x? +y?)}, we will 

1 

Re[D 
a correlation length, as was done for the Gaussian beam case. We show plots of 

define the incident field beam radius to be the value and normalize it to 

the backscatter NRCS vs. the incident field beam radius in units of correlation 

length (Figures 7.2a-c). 

These graphs show that the Gaussian tapered plane wave NRCS does not 

produce the plane wave NRCS until the beam radius is approximately 10 

correlation lengths. These results could be used to determine a surface’s 

correlation length by varying the illumination spot size. Specifically, by varying 

the spot size on the surface we could generate a plot of the NRCS vs Beam 

Radius and obtain an estimate of the correlation length from the transition 

region which is seen in the theoretical results. The Gaussian beam results show 

the same trend. 

Finally, the Gaussian tapered plane wave results provide a simple way of 

determining the effect of beam width on the scattered field. However, as stated 

earlier, the synthesis of such an incident field will be difficult to accomplish. 

The results shown here have demonstrated that one may model the random 
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rough surface scattering and under certain conditions derive surface 

characteristics by varying the illumination spot size. A possible technique for 

utilizing the model is as follows. The coherent power, being dominated by the 

rms surface height, could be measured in the plane wave limit and compared 

against theoretically derived results. Once the rms height is known, the NRCS 

model could be run for various correlation lengths and compared with the 

measurement of the scattered field (or NRCS), where the surface is illuminated 

with a small spot size and the spot size is increased until a constant value of the 

NRCS is measured. The major limitations of this method are that the surface 

would have to be a PEC and have the assumed statistics of this model. If the 

Gaussian surface statistics can be reasonably assumed for a surface one could 

incorporate a lumped loss due to the reflection coefficients introduced by a non 

PEC and thereby use this model to determine surface rms height and slope. 

The phenomenon of the NRCS dropping under illumination thus far has 

simply been observed and not explained. The reason why this drop occurs is 

that the illuminated surface no longer represents the overall surface. The 

statistics for a small spot size no longer match the overall surface. Investigation 

of the statistics of the sample of surface being illuminated can be done by 

numerically generating a realization of a surface, with the assumed surface 

correlation length and rms height, and then window a portion of the data 

generated and compute the statistics of this windowed portion. A preliminary 

study using this approach was performed. The autocorrelation function of the 

windowed portion no longer was Gaussian and the correlation length was 

considerably shorter. The shorter correlation length does support the decreasing 

value of the NRCS value. Our term ”under illumination” can now be further 

defined. We consider this to be the point where the taper has altered the 

statistics by having windowed in on too small a portion of the surface. 
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To conclude, we have furthered the study of random rough surfaces by 

deriving a more realistic and more probing model of surface scattering in the 

Kirchhoff limit. The use of the Stochastic Fourier Transform allows us to 

overcome the classical constraint that a surface must be illuminated by many 

wavelengths in order to complete the scattering calculation. The use of a 

Gaussian beam source allows for a more physically obtainable illumination of the 

source. These qualities have not been studied in this limit to this author’s 

knowledge. 

The advances in computing power have helped make the final evaluation of 

the model feasible. Al] calculations for both Gaussian beam illumination and 

Gaussian tapered plane wave, were run on an IBM compatible 486 33 MHz PC 

with a Weitek math coprocessor. Also, as a check, the programs were run on an 

IBM compatible 486 50 MHz PC with an i860 vector processor board. Execution 

of the code was approximately 1.5 time faster on the i860 board even without 

vectorization. The Quadpack quadratures are not amenable to vectorization due 

to the modularized code and decision statements involved in the calculations. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.2a Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 6,=0 deg, zy = 800 A, rp =210!9 A, (¢?) =.2 4? and [7 = 100 d?. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.2b Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 0; =0 deg, zy = 800 A, rp-=2%1029 A, (C2) =.2 d? and J? =500 >’. 
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Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius 
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Figure 7.2c Backscatter NRCS vs Beam Radius- The following parameters were 

used: 6, =2.0 deg, zy = 800 A, rp =2x 1049 d, (C2) =.2 7 and [7 = 500 27. 
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APPENDIX A: PLANE WAVE SPECTRUM APPROACH 

Given the tangential fields on a plane, this appendix derives an expression 

for the electromagnetic fields off this plane. The method we will use is known as 

the plane wave spectrum approach [1,19,20,21]. We will follow the derivation 

given by Brown [7]. 

From Maxwell’s equations, we know that in a source free space, 

E(7) = z Vx (Vx Alf) (Al) 

where ky = w/fioé, 1 = y/¢2, H=VxA and A is the vector magnetic potential. 

The exp| jwt]| time dependence is assumed. The magnetic vector potential A(?) is 

given by 

Ar) =f Ilr) @F-Fol) dv, (A2) 
Source 

where J(f,) is the source current and G(|#-#,|) is the shifted spatial impulse 

response for A(7) which satisfies, 

(V2 +ko”) G(7) = -6(F). 

Taking the Fourier transform of this equation results in; 

((-ihz)? + (~hy)? + (~shz)? + ko”) G(k) = —1. 
The Fourier transform will be defined as: 

F (ke) =f f(a) eapljkas] dz = BF (2)} 
and the inverse operation is given as: 

f(a)=3h | F (ke) expl-thya] dk, = FMF (ke)} 
Solving for G(k) results in, 

G(k) = 7 > 

where k? = k,,? + ky? +k,”. 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of G(k) to recover G(?) gives, 

G(7) = one | / exp) Lkesikyy] | x = ae yy an, } dk, dky. 
oo —cO —~OO 
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Integration with respect to k, can be accomplished by letting k, be slightly 

complex (lossy medium) in order to move the poles off the real axis; this allows 

for use of the residue theorem to evaluate the integral. We restrict our solution 

to be valid for z>0. This results in the following form known as the Weyl 

representation for the free space Green’s function: 

og 00 exp} -jkpt-jkyy-jKe2| 
    

1 G(#) = mE / / OR dkydky, z>0 

\/ko? — (kp? + ky?) , ko2>(ke2 + ky) . 
where Kk = - Cs 5 v ote v) 

-jV (ke + ky") -Ko ’ ko" <(kz + ky*) 

By substituting the Weyl representation of G(|7#-7,|) in equation (A2), the 

following form for A(7) results (where z > z, has been assumed); 

    

; oe ao (ama jz ~jky-F, -jK . . A@=y | AI oer He F, -jKzo| dhe Fh 

Here, kp=kpf+kyj, 7,=28+y9, 7 =2oF+yoG,  dky=dkgdky, and 

dv, =dz,dy,dz,. We define the curly bracketed part of the kernel as A(k,). 

Substituting A(?) in equation (Al) and interchanging the curl operators with 

oe 

Using the vector identity V x(aV) = a(VxV)-V x Va, and noting that A(k;) 

the integral we obtain, 

  vx(V x | exp| -jky 7iK2A(E)]) dkydky. 

=
 

is not a function of 7, we see the first term of our identity 1s zero, giving; 

oO 

> 2 / J vx x | A( ky) x X (jkyt + jkyG + jK2) exp -jk, : #,-jKz| ] dkydky 

a —oO —0O 
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The above mentioned vector identity can be used again along with 
- 

(Lx M)x N =(N-L)M-(N- MDL to reduce the integral further to, 

  

  

E(7) = = on “al [lA )-(b- A(k,))k] exp -sky-#,-7Kz] dh,dky, 
nr)? —oO -—c 

a kpE + jkyy +g KZ 
with k = (shat + oe *I 2) This integral can be written in the form 

0 

  (kp, ky) exp|-jky-#y-jKz| dk,dky, (A3) 
oO 

ane f 
—O 

where f(k,, ky) = -3nko [ A (k,)-(B A(k,))é]. 

=
 

Setting z=0 in equation (A3) we see that E(F)| z is just the inverse =F, 

Fourier transform of f, Therefore, to find f ; we simply take the Fourier 

transform of the tangential field of the source at z=0, see Figure Al. The 

surface is assumed to close at r= oo in the -z half space and obey a radiation 

condition. The resulting integral is 

oO 

jE i(7 4:0) exp| jkr + jkyy| dxdy = {E70}. 
—0oO 

(ke, ky) 

—
 

To find f, we use Gauss’s equation for a charge free, homogeneous medium, 

namely V-E=0. The f, component can be shown to be: 

(-kyf,-kyfy) 

Kk " 

Finally, the radiated field off the source aperture in the region z>0 can be 

f, = 

written as; 
Oo 

= ay / / { £,%+fy9+£,2 } exp|-jky2-jkyy-jKz dk,dk,, 
—OO 
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~kyf,-kyf 
where f, = {E,(F,,0)}, fy = 1E,(#,,0)}, and f, = (het hy) , 

For the work in this thesis we need to know the incident magnetic field on a 

rough surface. To find the magnetic field off the source we use Faraday’s law, 

given as -jwuH = VxE. Formally interchanging the curl and the integral, we 

see that the the curl operator acts on the exponential part of the integrand. The 

resulting equation for H is 

. 2  ki(kale 4 kyfy) a ae { ky(kate + hyty) “ A) =—S> I [ ( Wests vy’ Kty) @ 

kalkafe + kyl - (Kf, + faltete Sy) ) j (A4) 

+ ( -hefy + byte ) =} exp|-jkat-jkyy-jKz| dk,dky 

for z>0. This equation will be used in subsequent appendices for calculation of 

the radiation pattern off a source having a Gaussian taper. 
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The following is a derivation of the radiated field given the source distribution 

  E(7,) = co "Faz Ba) in the z=0 plane. The scattered field from a 

flat PEC will also be calculated assuming this radiated field is incident upon the 

surface and k,z, >> 1, where z, is the distance from the source plane to the PEC 

(see Figure Bl). We start with the plane wave spectral representation of H 

given E, in the z=0 plane. From Appendix A, equation (A4), 

  H(7) = — Df (ee oc) a 

  

where K = ka? — (ky? + ky?) , fp = F{Eo(#,,0) }, and fy = F{E,(#,,0) }. 

With k,z, > 1, we perform a binomial approximation on K, where K can be 

kn? + ky 
written k,,| 1- Cee . The physical implications of this approximation are 

that the spectrum is highly concentrated in the z direction. The approximation 

results in the following: 

  

and 

K-ls Zo talks” +k,?)). 
Oo 

By substituting the approximation of K and K ~! into equation (B1) we obtain, 
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H(?) = ais | LAG Uh “ (alo atalg, 

+ (Ko~ able? +hy?)) fy) 8 

Lk,” + ky*)) 

  

  _ ((k ky? +ky?)) fp + ke(Rafe + kyfy)(b ( (ko - 7 + )) zg + a(kof, + vfy)(G-+      L +ky?)) ) y 

+ ( ~ kyfy + kyfe ) =} exp{-jkpr-jkyy- j(ko-5p-(ha” + ky”))2} dkzdky. 

This integral can be integrated exactly by making the following change of 
k 

variables to simplify the expression. Let u = re and v= k. . This results in 

-k,2 7 (u? 
J 

2 
+) fy) 

2 2 2 me 

- (0 - EE) fy + uu teen fya+?) ) g 

co 

  

2 a2 

{ ( v (uf, +v fy) a4 _ ) e(-     

{—
 

    

+ ( -ufy+u f, )2 } exp{j “9 = (u? +0") } 

exp{-juk,2-juk,y-jk,z} dudv, (B2) 

where f, and f, are now functions of u and v. 

Expanding out the terms in the integrand results in the following form for 

  

  

  

H: 

. 29% 35 yd 4 992 .2 .2 
oO vD “a 

0 el. [x {( tt fa(tg +tytewn) + Sp +egr +4) ) a 

4 299 29 9 3 3 
Uu ‘ uv 

~ ( £4 +4 +5 - +1) +f (“- oy tw) ) 

       

exp{-juk,z-juk,y-jk,z} dudv. 

Each power of u and v can be generated by taking derivatives of the second 

exponential with respect to x or y. Therefore, we will only have to integrate f. 
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and f, multiplied by the exponential terms. 

«..  -k,Zexp{ - jk,z (7) = pt J } 
n(2m) 
  

o
_
o
 

14 of _1___ 
iG jk,)4 1 (5235 y * map * (— 7k.) aeay) ® 

    

(t_1_ (#,_ @# )j1_1 (# _ & 9 
(=, k,)4 4 (Ga4 * Fata *2 2 (- jk,)* (52 +1) y 

1 @ 2} 
- jko) Oy 3 

on (u2 402) }eap{-juk,2-juk,y} dudv 

  

       

    

1 a) 2 @),4)5 
2(25 a Se *apay? 2(- oy Bai) + +1) 

1 at 1 0); 
OS ike)" (aeay* Icy? * (kp ody) § 

(= 2) 2} 

/ fy exp{j Fo (u2 4v*) Jexp{-juk,c-juk,y} dudv|, (B3) 

  

° —
 

g
-
—
~
 
8 

with f, = %{E,(7,,0)} and fy, = {Ey (#,,0) }. Defining two operators L, and 

Ly as 

    
=4(4_1 a4 a4 1 a) s 
=O byt Be°Oy* Dedy” * (5k? aay) * 

  
_(i 1 a4 ot 1 oe? 1) 4 

3 apt Get oat *2 page Get Spt) 9 

(Ss) sf 
  

and 
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1 1 ;@, @# 1 1 (\# @ A t= {Lg Peep) bE Bon 2 (5 (— 5k,)4 (Oyt* axa, a) (jk, 2 Ov agit ) 7 

1s of 04 1 a \- 
0 ip ean aap * ate Bea) # 

-1 @ } 
(SE Ox ) “J? 

respectively, we can write 

~ .  ~k,Zerp{ - jk,z} ae Koz, 9 2 ; ; 
H(7) = —*——-; > ¢L f 5 -juk,z-juk,y} dud (7) (any 1 [ [ 2 exp{j —5- (u"+v°) Jeap{-juk,x-jvk,y} dudv 

+L, / / fy exp{j ee (u? +v*) Jeap{-juk,x-juky} aude (B4) 

For our source, fy and fy are given as 

272 
fy =A a W? exy|( ke W") (w2402)| 

and 

  

24772 
fy=Ba w2 exp ( he W ) (2 +0?)| 

respectively. The forms of f, and f, are easily combined with the quadratic 

phase terms in the integrand of (B4). The resulting integrals can be carried out 

  

  

analytically. 

« .  ~k,“exp{ -jkoz 2w?2 k2 
H(r) = ee pel {AL, + Blo} (=a | io5 (x? +”) \) (BS) 

ko*W?  jkz 
where a = wo = }. Examining L, and Lg, we will keep only the constant 

term. The derivatives will bring down terms which are O(-y) and higher. These 

terms will be insignificant. With z= z,, the field incident on the flat PEC can 

be written as (we have transformed form source to surface coordinates and 6; = 0) 
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. _k 2 Ww? exp - jk,2 
Hi?) = 7 =H 4 cay] Be kot (x, 24 y,) It. A%j,-Bz ots (B6) 

2y72 

where a = (He ~ thea) 

The current density induced on the surface is given exactly, for a flat PEC, 

by J,(#,) =2 2, x H,(7, ). Substituting this current into the integral for the 

scattered magnetic field and using an approximate form of the Green’s function, 

k,2W?2 ex jkozq ex +. o jkr 
H(7) = ~ | je eA Herel g, x (- Az ot B G,) 

]Jen- 3 2 Je oy ak kgf - ie dz,dy, 

where r, is distance to receiver and k, is the direction of the observation point. 

  

  

      

In spherical coordinates k, = sin@cosd %,+sin@sind §,+cosé Z,; therefore 

  

ay ., exp| — jkorr] > a on 
H(7) = n2a - ko“ Bs X(-A £5 +B Go) 

ce wo ? 

/ ice To (2,7 +y0") | 

. 2 a2 

exp jh,(sinteoss r,+sindsing y, -Teelfo+ Yo) dr,dy,. (B7) 
r 

Combining the quadratic phase terms, equation (B7) becomes: 

a ~ 7k, 2W? exp| - jkozq- kor r| 

(F)= 7 8mr, a 

co co k,? Ie 

[Jed (G8 Heed | 
exp| jk,(sinécosd z,+sinOsing y,)| dz,dy, 

o_o 

  

x(-A z,+B Go) 

  
  

Carrying out this integration results in the following form for the H field off the 
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flat PEC. 

- jk 2w? exp| - jkgzq- jkorr| 

(F) = 7 8rr,a 
  k,x(-A #,+B §,) 

      

21472 — 

where a = (zai Tot 

= f/arr4y?+ 24 . Since our initial incident field was found in a paraxial form 

  } To find the field back at the source, we note that 

we will simplify the above result as follows: ns Sz d in all terms except the linear 

[2 2 4y" Oy ~ (t +9") phase term where r,= \/r +y" 4+ 242,42 55 and sin“? s=-—,-—. Asa 
<d 

  

  

      

2d 
consequence, 

2 42 

gk SW? cay ~ jk,2z4- ik | 
H(r) = 1 8rz4 a (A 7.+B £,) 

2. ae x st _ ( = ) (B8) 

ko dk 422 oO dhe 

4 a 224 d 4 a 22 

From image theory the field back up at the source aperture should be, 

  

  

   

  

. k2W? ex - jk,2z4 k, 
H,(*;,) = 7 uk eal - a (x? + y?) Ita ¥o+Bz of, 

272 hb 

where a = (EW? Pode ) If we factor the quadratic phase term into its real 

and imaginary parts, we obtain 
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kW" exp| - jk,224| (k,2w?) 
H.(7,)= exp) — —~~_—_*+__ (x? 4y? 
iM) (x, 2w* 1623) | 
  

oO n4a 

  

  

ik 
ex wend (x? +y?) A G.+B a}. 

+429 
4 

The above result from image theory does agree with equation (B8). It is 

noteworthy to understand that if the quadratic phase term for the field off the 

surface had not been preserved, the result would not reduce to the same answer 

given by image theory. This is true no matter how far we move the source 

aperture away from the surface. Therefore we will attempt in this thesis to 

preserve the quadratic phase as much as can be possibly done. 
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APPENDIX C: FAR FIELD SOLUTION TO RADIATION 

In this section we will derive the far field radiation pattern for a source field 

  

2 

analysis will be performed under the constraint that k,r>>1, (whereas in 

“ 2 a2 
distribution of the form E, = co 4 |taz+B9} in the z=0 plane. This 

Appendix B, we assumed k,z, >> 1). To accomplish this, we will recall the exact 

result for calculating the H field given an aperture distribution using the plane 

wave spectrum approach: 

  

. o2 09 ky (Kafe 4 byfy) =) -d { yPater + Xyly “ a) =o S| (Hee +Kfy) 2 

k (kp f, + kf - (Kf, + Falkabe + Fyy) - vty )a (C1) 

+ ( -kofy + kyle ) =} exp-jkar-jkyy-jKz] dkpdky 

for z>0 and K = ko” - kz” - ky?. 

A general form for a multivariate integral, which is amenable to a stationary 

phase solution is of the form [22] 

I,,(Q) = J [feo expiiQq(x)] dz,...dz,,  whereN>Oand x=(a,...,2,). 

For large 2 the asymptotic solution is given by [22] 

  Ea() ~ F(x) expt iat] (26)! ae He) + (C2) 
et(0q/dx;,02,,) |? 

where X, = (Zjg,...,2ns) are the simple zeros of oa with 2 = 1,...,.n and 
1 

n 

o= ) sgn d;, with d; being the eigenvalues of the matrix with elements 
$=1 

6°q/0x,,02;, for i,j = 1,...,n. 
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Examining the argument of the exponential in equation (C1), and rewriting it 

in polar coordinates we have 

ke. ky 9. ke (ky\ 
ettkyy z=rk,| = sinf cos¢+— sin8 sing +4} 1- -| =~] cosé |}. kaos ky + Kz = rh,l 72 sind cosd + 72 sind sind+ J1-[ G2) -(74) cose}. (C3) 

Since we wish to investigate the situation in which kor >>1, we define 

Q=k.r. The zeros of the derivative of (C3), the stationary phase points, are 

found to be (using Mathematicae, [14,18]) k, = k,sin@ cos¢ and ky = k,siné sing. 
1 

We also find | det(é?q/dz;,dx,,) |? = _. ando = -2. The quantity f(x,), is 
sews k,cos8 

o 

simply the multiplier of the exponential term of equation (C1) with k, and ky 

evaluated at the stationary phase points given above. For a more in depth 

discussion of asymptotic solutions, see [23]. 

  

~ 2. ae 
For the source aperture with distribution E, = cay aT azsBa in the 

z = 0 plane, we find from Appendix B that 

2 2 
f,= An W? ex|( -W") (ky? +ky?) and fy= Br Ww? exa|( -W") (k,? + by?)| . 

Evaluating these expressions at the stationary phase points and making the 

appropriate substitutions into (C2) using (C1) results in 

  

H = iW hs exp| - jk,r] cay ko W" snd cos0 

{ (tandsin6(sin¢cos¢ A+sin@¢ B)+cos@ B) 

_ (tan@sin9(cos?¢ A +sin¢cosd B)+cos6 A) 9 

+(sin6(-cos@ B +sind A)) 2}. 

Since kW" >> 1, we evaluate the amplitude terms at 6=0, and use the 

binomial approximations on the decay and phase terms. Setting r =z in the 
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denominator, results in 

  
  

+ _ -jwk, Lo. e+) ko? W? (27497) |fn a a a 
H= TE exp) - jhy2-jke te exp) ~—2 Z a {B Z-A he (C4) 

The incident field on the PEC which is z = z, away from the source aperture, is, 

therefore, 

. “x72 2 ko? 2 2 f= TE cae thd ea —% kePW? (24? +H {Be Aah. 
zg" 

Using the above field as the incident field on a flat PEC, the scattered field 

can be found. The exact current density on the surface is given by J (7; )= 2 
o 

zx H,. Putting this into the integral for the magnetic vector potential, results in 

the following for A(#): 

2 ~ . jJW°k, exp - jkzq Fr kaw" ko i= dt a ay} ] Jol HEM? fe ete   
  

  

=00—00 4 <d 

-G dz,dy,. 

  

2 

Here, G = cay - Re vi (2-26) += Yo) | . 

4n (2-2,)" — 242" 

Since the integrals in their present form are intractable, we use the k,z > 1 

assumption, and approximate the Green’s function by 

Ga-—b cay jk 142-2 +9 ve) 
Anz Qz2 

  

This results in 
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jw?k, exp - jko(z4+2)| . 

nan 24 2 
A(?) =   

  

sexp| 252 (2, +¥yo) | az, dy,, (C5) 
where é = {-A =,+B fio. 

Using the integral identity [19] / exp| - at? + bt| dt = (Zz exp | for Re[a] 

>0, equation (C5) yields, 

  

2k, exp —jk,(z7 +z Aw = jwek, >| jko(zq + I &exaf oa? wi) fony Ege) 
Nam 24 z ze Ay 

    
2 

where 7 = (i W rte, jhe ) 

If we evaluate this at z = z,, it does not exactly equal the source radiation 

equation (C4) simply evaluated at z=2z,. However, if we enforce some 

conditions we are able to recover the result produced by image theory. 
wy? kof - jJkoW 1) Zq\ 42, and using the assumption that 

~ tke -le jk,W? 
Zq and Y = 5f(14 Az, le 

. gw~°k, exp - jk,2z 
Air) = aed cay Fuel? av?) r+y 

n& z4° Ie “d d 

Rewriting y such that y= 

kW? 
4 

Substituting this for A(#), we obtain 

                                      

  
27.2 2 . 2 exp bot +¥) “4 1+" | 
zd 4 Jj o 424 

Simplifying this expression results in 
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. W? ex ~ Jk 224 ‘I _k 2w? 
A(?*) = Wi cor ~ 5h.2e4] | é cs -72(2" “¥) co 5 ea 

n4 zd d 

Taking the curl of A to get H results in, 

| ~ jk,W? expl - jk,2z 
H(#) = | ql 

n4 <d 
  

472 
R jko 2, ,2 -k,“W* 2 9 
p cay| Bale +Yy ) oe a (a +y } 

d zd 

where p = {-B Z,-A Go}. 

Evaluating (C4) at z=2z,, matches the result above. The imposition of 
2 

‘ov <1, along with k,r > 1 and k,z > 1 in the Green’s Function brings the 

d 
2 

two forms into agreement. If we rewrite the assumption ow <1 in terms of 
d 

  

2 
the electromagnetic wavelength, we get z, > mW the very familiar constraint 

for the far field. Since we neglect all inverse powers of z* and higher in 

computing the radiated H field, it is consistent that the far field condition would 

bring these two solutions into agreement. 
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APPENDIX D: SURFACE STATISTICS 

In the evaluation of fields scattered by random rough surfaces, a priori 

knowledge of the surface statistics must be available. There are many forms of 

single point probability density functions that might be used [3]. However, for 

probability density functions (pdf) of order three or higher, the multivariate 

Gaussian is used due to the fact that there are no other pdf’s available. The 

general form of the Gaussian pdf is given as[24]; 

pdf(x,,x_,X3,--.,X,)= To aay - 5 1utc7} Ul 

where U= column matrix of the variables (x,,x2,X3,...,X,) 

UT= transpose of U 

C= covariance matrix defined as E[U U"] 

n= number of random variables. 

In this thesis we investigate a homogeneous, isotropic surface with a zero 

mean height. The correlation function for the heights is assumed to be Gaussian. 

We assume that the single point heights and slopes will be uncorrelated. For 

Gaussian statistics this implies that the height and slope are independent at a 

single point. 

The correlation function for the random heights at two points for this thesis 

will be represented by the function R. As was mentioned earlier, this correlation 

function is assumed to be Gaussian. The specific form is given by, 

(Ax? + av) 
I? 

R(Az, Ay)=(¢2) cay - 

where / is the two point correlation length, and (¢ 2\ is the variance of the surface 

heights. 
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When we form the covariance matrix it will be necessary to differentiate R 

with respect to Az and Ay. We will now define the following notation for these 

derivatives. 

_ Op __2{) (Az? + Ay’) Ry=aAye => 2 Ay ex 7 

& 2 (¢5) (,_2Ay? (Ac* + Ay’) 
Ryy= gage 1 ot _-—_—__————|. 

We can form then, the covariance matrix which is required to complete the 

averaging of the field quantities. The implications of the isotropic nature of the 

surface, which are utilized in Appendix E, are that the correlation function is 

only a function of the distance between two surface points and not the direction. 

This will allow us to decrease the number of integrations for our plane wave 

illumination check case. 
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Using the Kirchhoff approximation, we will derive in this appendix the 

NRCS of a rough PEC when illuminated by an infinite plane wave. The incident 

electric field will be given by the following (in the surface coordinate system): 

Ej={-A #,+B (Co. +S92.) fere| - jhe(YoSo-CoCo+24)} (El) 

Finding the far field radiation from the surface when illuminated by this field, 

can be accomplished through, 

E, = i exp — jkgrp] Es x ( sx | | | -8.{¢y,ASo+ACo} +f.{CooASe+B } 

+20 —CooACot CyoB}] K exp| jhaks- 7, bdady,. (E2) 

with K =t exp ~ jko(yo5e-C,Ce t+ z4)| and k,-f,=2,sinécosd+y, sin@sing+¢, 

cos#. As we will use this to compare with the results of the Gaussian beam 

illumination, we must find the scattered field in the backscatter direction, 

specifically k, = - Sg¥o+ Cp2Z,. 

Using this specific scattering direction and performing the cross products and 

simplifying yields 

Bi, = 52k see ead - thers I] | - #,{Cy ASo+ACo} +90 CpSp6y,B +B C3 } 

+ 2,1 BS2Cy.+BSgCof kro] - jko(2yo8p-2CoCy+24) ody, (3) 

To find the NRCS, we use the following expression, 
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_4nr? ((E,-B;)-(B,)-(B3)) (E4)   

Using the method described in [3],[6] and [13], we will determine the slope term 

averages by using differentiation of the phase term. This results in several "edge 

effect terms” in the integrand, which are assumed to cancel and yield no 

contribution. This is true when the surface is illuminated out to many 

correlation lengths, and in the case of infinite plane wave illumination this is 

obviously the case. The details of the differentiation will not be shown. The 

resulting expression for the normalized radar cross section of a random rough 

PEC under the Kirchhoff approximation is given as 

i
 

a
 R

o 

o
S
 

F| | {exp - Ke4C§((C2)-R)]- exp] - K24Cy(C2)]} 
° « exp| - j2k,SpAr sinp|ArdArdy. (ES) 

where F = sec“6,. 

We can further simplify this expression by normalizing to a wavelength and 

integrating over 3. The following expression results in 

o? =8r" | F {exp| - k2402((¢2) ~ R)|- exp| - k24C9(C2)]} J,(4aSpp) pd p. (E6) 

Equation (E6) was derived as a check for the Gaussian beam illumination 

case. As the beam illumination becomes larger and larger the NRCS should 

match that given in equation (E6), which is the result for a plane wave 

illumination. The graphs in the results and conclusions section all have this 

check case plotted. 
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APPENDIX F: NRCS DISCUSSION 

Classically, the definition for the finite target radar cross section is given by, 

2 
= lim 4nr, S scat 

—- poo S. 9 

nc 

where S,,,, 1s the power density incident on the target and S,.4; is the power 
ne 

density arriving at the receiver. Due to the infinite surfaces being considered in 

random rough surface scattering the convention is to define a scattering cross 

section per unit area, given by 

  

This expression assumes that a plane wave illumination was used as the 

illuminating source for the rough surface scattering. When beam illumination is 

used as the illuminating field, a more general form for the normalized radar cross 

section (NRCS), must be used. The denominator now contains the integration 

over the entire mean surface to account for the total incident power. The NRCS 

is thus given by 

_ 

sE*,)-(E,)-(E3)) 
lB | 2ds, 

— OO oO 

ta
 2 

lim 4trr (( 
oo = Poo 
  

8
 

It can easily be seen that for a plane wave illumination, E, = E,expf - jk,z], the 

denominator becomes, 

/ / |B;|"ds,= Jim (AglEo|). 
S co 06 illi—o0 
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Once again the distinction must be made, that we are illuminating infinite 

surfaces and therefore deal with a scattering cross section per unit area. For the 

Gaussian beam case we are defining this above as the NRCS. Multiplying the 

NRCS by the effective area will give the rcs as is the case for the plane wave 

illumination. 
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APPENDIX G: GAUSSIAN BEAM MULTIVALUED 

TAPER CONSIDERATIONS 

As was mentioned in the Results and Conclusions section the Gaussian beam 

field incident on the random PEC has the same beam taper for two values of the 

source field radius W. The result we use for the incident field is closely linked to 

the solutions of the paraxial wave equation. Many authors have studied the 

solutions to the paraxial wave equation with the fundamental solution being the 

Gaussian beam[25]. Looking at the expressions derived by Haus[25], we see that 

the solutions for the Gaussian beam will in fact give the same value of beam 

radius at a constant distance, z, for two distinct source beam radii, W. This is 

shown for our incident field in figure 7.0; for normal incidence, with z= 1000, 

and the two values of W being 10A and 31.85A. The tapers being the same does 

not imply that the fields on the surface are the same. The phases associated 

with each of the two values of W are drastically different, as also shown in figure 

7.0. The smaller value of the source field radius for figure 7.0, W=10), has a 

much sharper increase in phase as a function of the surface radius, than the 

larger source field generates. The interpretation being that the larger source 

diffracts slower, due to its spectrum, and the phase will stay more planar. A 

smaller source looks more like a point source and has a more curved phase front. 

Further investigation into this phenomenon may prove to gain insight into 

the region of validity of the solutions to the paraxial wave equation. The 

radiated fields do not satisfy zero divergence except close to the z-axis. This is 

another point of interest to investigate for paraxial wave solutions. 
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